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SYNOPSIS

This pracnique estimates land-area requirements for wind power systems. 

Language: C

Compiler: gcc

Skills: data types, readability, numerical errors, mathematical 
expressions, usability.

Experience Level: novice

“Kites rise highest against the wind - not with it.”
-Winston Churchill
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INTRODUCTION 
The land-area requirements for wind power systems relate to a "footprint" of land that has to be taken out of 

production to provide space for turbine towers, roads, and support structures. The footprint, which is typically 

between 0.25 and 0.50 acres per turbine, does not include the 5-10 turbine diameters of spacing required 

between wind turbines. Because of this spacing, the area included within the perimeter of the wind farm will 

be larger. However, it is important to note that the land between the turbines - minus the "footprint" area - is 

still usable for its original purpose.

THE ALGORITHM 
This algorithm has three inputs:

 wind farm power requirements (kilowatts)

 area per turbine (acres)

 turbine power (kilowatts)

and one output:

 output is the footprint area of the wind farm (acres).

To calculate the footprint for the wind farm we first have to calculate how many turbines are needed. This 

means dividing the power requirements for the wind farm by the size of the turbine to be installed. 

 No. of turbines = wind farm power requirement / turbine power

Now calculating the footprint of a turbine involves simply multiplying the number of turbines required by the  

area per turbine.

 Wind farm footprint = No. of turbines * area per turbine

Steps:

1. Obtain inputs.

2. Calculate the number of wind turbines.

3. Calculate the turbine footprint.

4. Output the area footprint for the wind farm.
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DESIGN AND CODE
The first part of designing a solution involves creating variables to hold the data input, and also the 

information calculated. These are given below:

 Wind farm power requirements  (kilowatts)

 Area per turbine    (acres)

 Turbine power   (kilowatts)

 Wind farm footprint area  calculated (acres)

 Number of turbines   calculated

As much of the data is involved with real-numbers, it seems appropriate that the variables be of type double, 

with the exclusion of the number of turbines, because there can’t be any partial turbines. The challenge here 

is to create identifiers to associate with each of the variables. 

 Wind farm power requirements  power_req, power_requirements

 Area per turbine    tbn_area, turbine_area

 Turbine power   tbn_pow, turbine_power

 Wind farm footprint area  wf_ftprnt, windfarm_footprint

 Number of turbines   n_turbine, numbr_of_turbines

We can then declare the variables:
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Input
wind farm power requirements (kW)

turbine power (kW)
land area per wind turbine (acres)

number of wind turbines = power 
requirements ÷ turbine power

wind farm footprint = number of 
turbines × turbine area

Output:
wind farm footprint



! double power_req, tbn_area, tbn_pow, wf_ftprnt;
! int n_turbine;

Now we can use the following program skeleton:

! #include <stdio.h>

! int main(void)
! {

!     return 0;
! }

adding in the variable declarations:

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)
{
    double power_req, tbn_area, tbn_pow, wf_ftprnt;
    int n_turbine;

    return 0;
}

Next we deal with the user inputs. First we will deal with the dialogs used for user input. For example, for 

prompting for the wind farm power requirements, the following message could be used:

! Wind farm power requirements (kW>0): 

This simple message prompts the user for the data required, as well as the units, and the constraints of the 

data, in this case that the kilowatts input are greater than zero.  The remaining two inputs can be similarly 

defined:

! Land area per wind turbine (acres>0): 
! Turbine power (kW>0): 

Now that we have designed the dialogs, we can translate them into C statements, accompanied by scanf 
statements to store the data:

! printf(“Wind farm power requirements (kW>0): “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &power_req);
! printf(“Land area per wind turbine (acres>0): “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &tbn_area);
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! printf(“Turbine power (kW>0): “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &tbn_pow);

At this point we have input all the relevant data, and can deal with the calculations. The first equation deals 

with calculating the rotor sweep area:

 Number of turbines = wind farm power requirement / turbine power

which translated gives:

! n_turbine = power_req / tbn_pow;

Due to the fact that n_turbine is an integer, after the fractional value is calculated on the right-hand-side of 

the equation, the value will be truncated to a whole  number when assigned to n_turbine. The second 

calculation involves actually calculating the footprint:

 Wind farm footprint = No. of turbines * area per turbine

which translated gives:

! wf_ftprnt = n_turbine * tbn_area;

The final statement involves a printf to output the value calculated to the user.

! printf(“Wind farm footprint = %lf acres\n”, tbn_ftprnt);

Now we can add all these statements to the skeleton constructed so far. 

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)
{
    double power_req, tbn_area, tbn_pow, wf_ftprnt;
    int n_turbine;

    printf(“Wind farm power requirements (kW>0): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &power_req);
    printf(“Land area per wind turbine (acres>0): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &tbn_area);
    printf(“Turbine power (kW>0): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &tbn_pow);

    n_turbine = power_req / tbn_pow;

    wf_ftprnt = n_turbine * tbn_area;

    printf(“Wind farm footprint = %lf acres\n”, wf_ftprnt);
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    return 0;
}

THE WHOLE PROGRAM

To complete the program we should add comments throughout.

// Program to calculate the footprint of a wind turbine in // acres.
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)
{
    // Variable declarations
    double power_req, tbn_area, tbn_pow, wf_ftprnt;
    int n_turbine;

    // User inputs
    printf(“Wind farm power requirements (kW>0): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &power_req);
    printf(“Land area per wind turbine (acres>0): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &tbn_area);
    printf(“Turbine power (kW>0): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &tbn_pow);

    // Calculating the number of wind turbines required
    n_turbine = power_req / tbn_pow;

    // Calculating the footprint for a turbine in acres
    wf_ftprnt = n_turbine * tbn_area;

    // Output the turbine footprint
    printf(“Wind farm footprint = %lf acres\n”, wf_ftprnt);

    return 0;
}

INPUT VALIDATION 

The problem with the program as it stands is that there is no input validation.  This means if the wrong data is 

input, the program may fail. All three inputs have range constraints built into the input dialogs, however this 

does not guarantee that the input will be valid. All three inputs are required to have values greater than zero:

 Power requirements   > 0

 Land area per turbine   > 0
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 Turbine power   > 0

We could encapsulate each input in a loop to verify input. 

while (1)
{
    printf(“Wind farm power requirements (kW>0): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &power_req);
    if (power_req > 0)
        break;
}!

The while loop provides for infinite looping, and the if statement breaks out of the infinite loop if the value 

stored in power_req is greater than zero. If it is less than or equal to zero, then the input prompt will recur. 

The same concept can be applied to each of the inputs.
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